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Wealth Consciousness 101MODULE 1
Many people live in scarcity, all or nothing and poverty consciousness,
often because they are taught to stay in survival mode.  Unfortunately,
society teaches us a lot about money that is based on this old scarcity
model- rather than Science! We are getting messages constantly that
there is either not enough or that a quick “get rich quick” scheme is the
answer- when neither are in fact reality.

I want to invite you right here- right now, to decide to let go of any old
ideas and stress you have around money and become completely ready,
willing and open to adopting a new paradigm around money- one that
will work for you!

I can only make this suggestion because I lived many years in a place of
lack in my own life and know from experience that these old stories can
be revised and each of us can have what our heart desires. When I made
the decision to do this work and commit to it, that’s when everything
changed!

As Napolean Hill shares,

“DESIRE is thought impulse! Thought impulses are forms of energy.  When you
begin with the thought impulse, DESIRE, to accumulate money, you are
drafting into your service the same "stuff" that Nature used in creating this
earth, and every material form in the universe, including the body and brain
in which the thought impulses function.

As far as science has been able to determine, the entire universe consists of
but two elements-- matter and energy.”



Wealth consciousness, this energetic frequency is actually innately
within each one of us but the truth is we are taught to disregard it at a
very young age. By getting conscious of your money stories, your level
of self care, and your intuition, you can develop a state of wealth
consciousness that works in your favor!

Let’s start by taking a moment to think on the following questions:

Who could you be WITH a lot of money?

What would it feel like if you never had to worry about money
again?

What would you do?

Who and what suffers in your world if you don’t have the money to
fulfill your dreams?

What impact would you make?
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WHAT IS WEALTH CONSCIOUSNESS?

It is having a mind frequency that is so obsessed with obtaining
your heart's desires that the physical manifestation of those desires
have no option but to come to fruition.

Your first step in re-training your mind to stay in a high state of
wealth consciousness is to fill it with that which transforms its old ideas
and beliefs. So in order to do this, I invite you to do the following:

**** Read and re-read the following 2 books over and over until
this happens…then keep reading!

1. Think and Grow Rich- By Napoleon Hill
2. The Science of Getting Rich- By Wallace Wattles

Next, In order to transform your money stories, you must KNOW what
they are and how they affect you at present.

You need to release all of the stories, conscious and unconscious,
no matter where they were created, permanently. You were not
created to be at discord with money. Just as you are a part of creation,
money is a part of creation. Any misalignment with this truth is an
illusion. It keeps you from being at peace with all of creation including
yourself. You’ve got to release all of the energies that no longer serve
you.



So much of your story is about fears and old outdated beliefs that are
not set in truth. The energy that transpires from this is powerful and
can keep you stagnant. By releasing this you can come back to what is
true inside of you: Your divine birthright is that of wealth, so anything
other than wealth is not truth! Keep reminding yourself of this FACT
daily! The thing to keep in mind is that you’re not destined to carry
around the limited ideas or negative patterning of childhood.

If you want to build a solid foundation of wealth consciousness and you
weren’t “born into money” then you get to to do it the way most of us had
to– and that is to learn.

The energy fields we operate on are a result of the conditioning we have
had growing up and this energy can change as we change. Money is
energy- and energy is frequency. In order to up level our frequency
with money, we need to re-write the stories that are keeping us in a low
vibration. Maria Nemeth talks about the difference between wanting
and being willing to do the work to change the old patterns. You may
not be in a place of wanting to do this yet- but are you willing? Being
willing is essential- it’s the only thing you must master RIGHT NOW!



HOW TO GET WILLING

*** Carry around a notepad for the next 24 hours and write down every
time you think about money. Include everything: ads you see and hear on
the radio, when you think about clients, your salary, your income, when you
make a purchase, investing.  

What you will realize is that it those money beliefs are right there- all the
time! Note your urges when you think about money- are you anorexic and
obsessed with saving? Are you bulimic with money and its out and in and
out again faster than you can turn your head? Or maybe you are a binge
spender? 

What thoughts come into your mind? How do you feel?  

Do any of these beliefs sound familiar?

Money is the root of all evil
Wealth people get their money off the suffering of others
To be a good person I can’t be super-wealthy
I don’t have the right career to build wealth
I’m okay just getting by
I couldn’t handle the changes that wealth would create in my life



Most people have no idea what’s in their bank account. People think
they have an idea but do not really make it a priority to be clear on what
is available and what is not. If they did do so it would mean they are
taking responsibility and showing up with money- and this is not easy
for many.  

Maybe you’re having someone else invest on your behalf and you have
no idea what your investments look like or maybe you’re allowing a
partner or a parent or someone to have total control over your money
and just keeping a blind eye, not having any idea where you are. Or
perhaps you tell yourself that you are better off not knowing what is
there and decide to give that power to someone else without really
knowing if they are working for you and actually creating more money
in the long run.



ACTION 1:  Be willing to see how you react around money and to your
thoughts about money. Don’t push it away- notice it. Share below.

ACTION STEPS

So here are the first 4 actions I want you to take to start to get conscious
of your relationship around money:

ACTION 2:  Notice and Examine. Where are you conscious with money?
Where are you unconscious? What is your criteria for success? What
goals excite you?



ACTION 3:  Be Honest. Instead of dwelling on feelings here- just state the
truth. Keep it simple, direct and to the point. Ex: I always over spend
when I am lonely. Today I spent $100 that I don’t have.

(Be compassionate here- this is not to beat yourself up- it is to FREE
yourself!) Write down the honest statements you have seen come up
relating to your relationship with money.

ACTION 4:  Action In Integrity. Now that you have got the hard truths out
about money, you can decide what actions steps to take to start moving
that energy field of money around and creating an immediate space for
MORE!

Ex: Instead of rationalizing an overspend, you create a list of what needs
to be bought before entering the store. List some action steps you will
take below.



*** Financial success is doing what you said you would do with money-
with ease!

When I first started doing this work I actually could not believe the
beliefs I held about money. I was unconscious of many but some were
all too familiar. What I have learned is that there are some common
beliefs that many find themselves stuck in and these might ring true for
you as well.



MONEY & YOUR SELF WORTH

Low self worth may present itself in money transactions in that you may
not feel deserving therefore money is not something that is easily
obtained. Perhaps you believe that others deserve money more or that
for whatever reason, it is just not deserving of you.

Look at the limiting beliefs you have now related to your self worth
and money and restructure them below.

Example:  I do not deserve money

Revise: I deserve money as much as every person on this planet so thinking
I do not deserve is saying someone else does not deserve it.

Other examples that often keep coaches out of the game with money:

I am not good enough to help people and receive money
I will be judged because I care about money
I will sound/ look stupid
I don’t have what it takes



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

List any limiting beliefs you have:



MONEY & JUDGEMENT OF OTHERS

Most people grow up with attitudes about people who have money –
and often, these beliefs are not positive. For example, you might belief
that “rich people are greedy” or “rich people care only about
themselves.”

On some level you many know that these beliefs are not true but deep
down they are still running the show. Perhaps you grew up hearing
negative things about others who have money and this has resurfaced.

When you recognize that money is an energetic transaction, it is easy to
begin to feel grateful when others experience the source in any way-
they are tapping into a higher energy and have manifested it
somewhere along the line! Old ideas of “materialism” and “
undeserving” start to drop away because taking responsibility for your
own energy is too scary to sacrifice in this way! If you still feel
uncomfortable around others with money, think about why that is and
why you may be uncomfortable to welcome a higher frequency of
energy into your own life.

Example:  I believed that people with money were less than because
they were focused on materialism.

REFRAME:  I see that I have something to learn for others who can
manifest easily and with joy. I am ready to manifest my own desires in
this way.



Now share and restructure any beliefs you have about others and
money below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



MONEY & RELIGION OR SPIRITUALITY

Society has a strong association with poverty and spirituality and
therefore you may have adopted ideas and beliefs that suggest it is not
spiritual to want or have money.

Perhaps you have grown up with ideas that say its bad to have money or that
it is selfish to ask for more than you “need”.

When you really understand that money is simply energy and energy is
frequency then it is easy to shift these ideas because BIG frequency
brings BIG results- in all areas! Not only that- but how can you be of
service in the world when you are broke! Money will simply raise the
frequency of your true desire. If your desire is to have money so you can
love more, desire more, be more, and help more then that’s exactly what
it will do. If your own energy is greed, then of course money will raise that
frequency as well. How can you tap into a deeper area of spiritual growth
by raising your wealth consciousness and money vibration?

Example:  I have believed that I am vain if I like new things.

Reframe:  I am now open to receive because the divine wants me to
have it all, and I am done with settling.
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Now share and restructure any beliefs you have about spirituality
and money below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



MONEY & YOUR CONCEPT OF SELF

Many people have an identity that is linked to a certain income. If your
family was poor or working class, you may have difficulty identifying
yourself as wealthy. If you grew up having money and losing it, this may
also be an identity you have now taken on and you may find yourself
experiencing money losses frequently.

 Also, people can use a lack money to keep them small and to shy away
from really being in their light, and power in the world. Many people are
more willing to look at their shortcomings than their greatness and
because human beings are conscious conduits of energy, this energy
leaks out into all areas of life.

As Maryanne Williamson says,

“It is not our darkness that we most fear, but our light.”

Do you buy into a self image you have in your mind about who you are
and how that manifests in the world of desires and physical
manifestation?

EXAMPLE: Its easier to be broke and stay small, then I have nothing to
lose.

REFRAME: I am ready to transition my fears of abundance and to take
responsibility for sharing my light fully on the planet.
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Share and restructure any beliefs you have about your concept of
self and money below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO TELL YOURSELF?

At the end of the day, having a strong wealth consciousness is about
loving yourself more. It is simply about developing your self value and
sometimes this is the easiest way to think of it! As another way to love
yourself more.

 I invite you to have a chat with your future self, the aspect of you that’s
already healed their money story. What do they want to tell you about
their journey and how they here? The place of manifestation that you are
seeing- how have they created this? How did they change their way of
being? What are the inner shifts that they made in order to create this?
What is the most important thing your future self wants you to know
about the journey?

Take the space below to journal any of these conscious discoveries:
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BEING A CLEARING & MAKING SPACE

In order to access high frequency and to connect your mind to a clear
space of manifestation, you must have a clear mind! In other words, if
your mind is tied up in worry, obsession and most of all clutter, it will be
very difficult to get quiet and listen to your own intuition and inner
guidance.

Different people need different things to create a clear mind and mental
space but physical surroundings and responsibilities are generally a must
when it comes to clearing in order for the mind to feel spacious and
ready to receive – and open to discovery and imagination! If your taxes
are not complete, or your house is a big mess, it makes it much more
difficult to sit in meditation and relax into an open and receptive space.
Organization is a very important part of clearing the mind which is why
we start in orientation.

Wealth channels open when we are open. The divine gives when we
are in a place to receive. To make space for this to happen take a close
look at what needs some focus and clearing in your life.
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Answer the following questions below:

Is there anything you still feel is not complete or needs to be given
some attention to?

What do you need to really dive into with self care in order to create
a spacious, open and receptive mind? What is your commitment
here? (Keep it simple.)

What makes you feel cared for and nourished? What can you do
more or less of to feel this way more often?
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What thoughts need clearing so you can be open to receive money
and the abundance coming to you in all forms?

What beliefs are you finished with that are filling your mind with
unnecessary clutter?
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A MONEY PRACTICE

Once you decide that you are committed to doing what it takes to make
money, everything changes. But as I mentioned before, it takes practice
like anything else. I want to share with you some of the daily systems I
have in place that I continue to use to transform my own money stories
and what have literally changed my life by using them on a daily basis.

1. I write down my “Done it” statements every morning when I
get up. I write these statements as though what I want has
already happened and I read them aloud with energy and
enthusiasm twice daily. I write them out repeatedly and add to
them as I feel necessary- and take away others as they become
reality!

2. I track my expenses and earnings every 5 days on a rotation
and have them all in a spread sheet to compare. I look at
where I am spending unnecessarily and where I can focus my
attention in better ways.

3. I write down daily, weekly, monthly, 90 day and yearly goals
and I post them where I can see them. I write my daily goals
each morning! I also have a vision board that supports all I am
working towards!

4. I make these practices a non-negotiable DAILY.

5. I meditate each morning and share with the Universe my
gratitude for all that I have received and all that is coming to
me.
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6. Every 2nd day I spend 30 minutes writing short affirmations
about wealth that are written in the present tense and are
short and very positive. I say them out loud to myself on my
daily walks!

7. I don't aim for perfection with any of this. If all I can do is
write out 2 of the biggest affirmations for me one day, I stick
with that!

As women, we need to accept the realness, the truth, and the
profoundness of this reality – that if money is NOT flowing in naturally,
something is wrong. We are created to live powerful, abundant lives, not
lacking in any way, especially not financially. Imagine living a life of ease
and grace when money is not an issue and...

“The desire for riches is simply the capacity for larger life seeking fulfillment;
every desire is the effort of an unexpressed possibility to come into action. It
is power seeking to manifest which causes desire. That which makes you
want more money is the same as that which makes the plant grow; it is Life,
seeking fuller expression.”

– Napoleon Hill
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HOMEWORK

1. Start reading the two texts mentioned above & DOING the
practices daily.

2. Create a VISION board that is congruent to your present self.

3. Make your money mindset practice a non negotiable.

4. Have fun manifesting!
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